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The “supply chain” is shorthand for the process of numerous inputs that go 
into delivering what consumers and businesses want or need to purchase. 
If that definition sounds vague, that would be because it is. Hot takes and 
misunderstandings of what the supply-chain concept represents, why parts  
of it are broken now, and what that portends for the economic outlook are  
de rigueur in 2021. This piece will address these issues, as well as inflation— 
a topic especially relevant to fixed income.

THE SUPPLY CHAIN ECONOMY

The health of the supply chain matters for 
fixed income markets primarily because 
it significantly influences outcomes for 
economic growth and inflation. In aggregate, 
if firms cannot secure production inputs, that 
slows their output and reduces consumption 
down the line. Additionally, if firms cannot 
produce enough goods and services to meet 
demand, that encourages them to increase 
pricing, eventually generating inflation.

Whether these effects emerge and how long 
they last are largely a function of how long a 
supply/demand imbalance persists. In acute 
circumstances, a broken supply chain can 
harm revenues for directly exposed firms 
and thereby impair credit quality, although 
that is mostly an idiosyncratic effect.  
Similarly, it does not take much imagination 
to extend the impact of broken supply chains 
to the equity markets given the profitability 
risks—and in some cases opportunities.

Three main supply-chain hang-ups seem to 
be restricting production and subsequent 
delivery of goods and services today. While 
it is tempting to view the backup at West 
Coast ports as “the problem,” the now 
infamous container-ship line off the California 
coast is arguably the smallest and easiest to 
resolve of the major issues. 

In order of importance, the three primary 
supply-chain constraints are:

•  Signs—“Help Wanted” signs, representing 
a lack of labor supply.

•  Semiconductors—Production delays, 
representing complex items which have 
long order times and a “bullwhip” effect.

•  Shipping—Ports, representing delays  
in transit.

Signs

There were a massive number of layoffs 
during the COVID-fueled recession of 2020. 
According to data from the U.S. Bureau of 
Labor Statistics, roughly 22 million Americans 
lost their jobs in March and April of 2020, the 
fastest pace of job loss from any recession 
in history. The good news at the time was 
various forms of federal fiscal programs 
helped keep consumer incomes sustained 
during the downturn. In fact, it was the first 
recession in which consumer incomes in 
aggregate actually grew. Today, 18 months 
after the recession, the economy has gained 
back about 75% of those jobs, adjusting for 
population growth. What is unique about the 
current employment situation, however, is that 
there are far more job openings than there 
are unemployed individuals seeking jobs.

HELP
WANTED



For a myriad of reasons, the public health experience has 
caused people to drop out of the labor force. Whether it is 
about early retirements, childcare needs, or mismatches 
between skillsets and labor demand, there seems to be a 
shortage of willing and able workers in the U.S. economy. 
Quite apart from the data, this phenomenon is evident in 
the “Help Wanted” signs that now adorn small businesses 
across the country, as well as the advertisements for high 
wages and signing bonuses that number among the most 
common highway billboard ads.

A lack of labor supply in the U.S. economy is the biggest 
form of supply-chain constraint. All goods and services 
provided in the U.S. economy relies on worker input at 
some stage of production. Reduced labor availability 
means longer fulfillment times and higher fulfillment costs 
across industries. While in some cases, technology might 
address the constraint (imagine digital restaurant ordering 
kiosks), technology is in most cases a long-term solution  
to a current problem.

The bad news is that insufficient labor supply will squeeze 
prices of marginally profitable goods and services higher. 
We are seeing that price squeeze in some places already—
restaurant prices relative to eating-at-home prices being 
one clear example.

The good news is that insufficient labor supply will be 
“cured” when firms in aggregate pay higher wages 
to pull more people back into the labor force. Higher 
wages means stronger consumer income, and most 
likely more sustained economic growth through this 
cycle. They also mean higher production costs, and 
consumers will likely end up bearing some of that 
impact. Alternatively, greater technological investment 
should increase productivity, but in most cases, that is  
a long-term phenomenon.

Semiconductors

The 2020 recession encouraged many manufacturers  
to curtail supply orders briefly. When it became clear that 
fiscal support would aid consumer incomes and goods 
demand, many of these same manufacturers reversed 
their decision and increased orders. For simple production 
with few inputs, that reversal was achievable. For complex 
production with thousands of inputs, producers of inputs 
altered their plans and the order reversal still proves 
problematic more than a year later.

The clearest example comes from major U.S. auto 
producers, who planned severe production cuts in the 
wake of the bankruptcy filing by Hertz and reduced 
consumer spending. Then, in the face of higher consumer 
incomes and a spike in demand for private transportation, 
the auto firms attempted to expand production, only to 
discover they could not obtain enough parts to ramp up 
activity even to their initial levels.

One of the most problematic inputs to production of autos, 
electronics, and consumer goods has been the availability 
of semiconductors. Semiconductors, or semis, come in 
a range of complexities from small microcontrollers that 
translate a button push into movement (imagine the button 
you push to recline a car seat), to multipart microchips that 
go into computers. However, each type has a relatively 
lengthy production process.

The manufacturing of semiconductors requires several 
steps and processes that can take up to months to 
adjust. When there is a change to one of these steps, 
the manufacturing process changes significantly. For 
example, a foundry that produced semiconductors 
destined for the command center in a vehicle in 2021, 
might, in response to April 2020 order cuts, retool 
production for a server farm instead. Subsequently, it 
might take until 2022 before that foundry can deliver 
the semiconductors for an auto company that increased 
orders in June 2020.

Labor Demand Exceeds Labor Supply by Record 3 Million Workers

Sources: Janney Investment Strategy Group; U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics

Restaurant Prices Rising at Faster Rate than Home Food Prices, 
Likely on Higher Labor Costs

Sources: Janney Investment Strategy Group; U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics
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The situation involving semiconductors and the auto industry 
was an often-mentioned example of the past year’s supply-
chain problems, but is by no means the only. Numerous 
other products with lengthy supply chains, from washing 
machines to smartphones, have experienced production 
problems. Logistics experts term this lagged effect from 
changes in ordering the “bullwhip effect”—the handle swung 
in 2020 and the end of the whip is cracking sharply today. 
What this effect really represents is demand in some sectors 
that exceeds the economy-wide ability to generate supply.

Economic and market impact of complex supply-chain 
problems is hard to nail down, but is likely in most cases to be 
the very definition of transitory. Firms that deliver consumer 
goods are experiencing higher costs (and lower profits) in the 
short term and many businesses and consumers are facing 
inflation-like price spikes.

Shipping

Consumer spending shifted away from services and 
towards goods during the 2020 recession, creating 
a backlog of supply of those goods. Slowness in the 
shipping of consumer goods is the most obvious evidence 
of supply-chain breakdowns, as shipping has clear outward 
visual symptoms.

Shipping difficulties first became evident in early 2021 as 
the price and availability of containers to ship goods across 
the Pacific Ocean increased considerably. Complicating 
matters further, the April blockage of the Suez Canal 
delayed transit times, throwing often-tight global shipping 
schedules awry.

Traditionally, airfreight via cargo held in the belly of 
passenger planes handled overflow shipments for 
lightweight goods, but COVID-curtailed passenger flights 
effectively shut that. Much like a highway traffic jam, all 
it takes is a few extra ships transiting a stretch of sea 
to the same port without overflow mechanisms to start 
creating a series of hard-to-clear delays. At the time of 
writing, there are 159 ships unloading cargoes or moored 
offshore at the United States’ largest hub: the joint ports 
of Los Angeles/Long Beach. In October 2021, large and 
ultra-large container carriers waited an average of 13 days 
to dock and begin offloading. Naturally, the visual of dozens 
of ships off the picturesque southern California coasts are 
memorable depictions of the problem of getting goods from 
manufacturing location to consumers’ doorsteps.

Similar to the semiconductor situation, there are many 
interrelated factors complicating and exacerbating today’s 
shipping problems. Availability of trucks and drivers (which 
plays into the aforementioned labor supply issues) are one 
such factor, as are public-health related work slowdowns 
at ports in the U.S. and abroad. Even so, the root cause of 
slowness in shipping times is demand, which is arguably a 
positive problem, economically speaking.

Consumers in the U.S. have, in the past 18 months, reduced 
spending on services and increased spending on goods. 
Many of the goods we buy are imported, and therefore 
need to be shipped from manufacturing hubs like China to 
the U.S. For that reason, the shipping delays, as much of a 
hassle as they are for many consumers and businesses, are 
the result of economic strength and corporate profitability. 

Even as Upwards of 25% of Firms Project Increasing Tech Spend, 
Semiconductor Imports Have Flatlined for 6 Months

Sources: Janney Investment Strategy Group; U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics; New York Federal Reserve
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Since May 2021, we have seen a series 
of price spikes in specific sectors in which 
demand has exceeded supply. Supply in 
aggregate will eventually rebound in scale and 
sector to meet that demand, but the response 
takes time. Each of these sectors experienced 
a price spike that is unlikely to recur.

    SECTORAL INFLATION



There is also a modest upside for the shipping delays. They 
mean that consumption of these goods will end up stretched 
out over a longer period, perhaps preventing economic 
growth from a parabolic rise/collapse, and allowing a more 
sustainable run.

Unlike the aforementioned signs and silicon, there is some 
indication of how and when shipping bottlenecks will ease: 
when overflow sources of transport come back online. A 
reacceleration of passenger air travel should marginally 
increase airfreight and begin to reduce backlogs in other 
modes of transit. Reduced demand post-holidays should 
also help the process, and the easing should be evident 
in declining costs of shipping, particularly on transpacific 
routes (all of which is happening right now).

To extend the traffic jam metaphor, it still takes time for 
the jam to clear once the offending traffic is off the road, 
but it is reasonable to expect shipping delays to ease 
significantly in the next three to six months. The key part 
of the shipping supply-chain bottlenecks is that they are 
very much manageable through practical means, and are 
unlikely to trigger persistent, year-after-year increases in 
costs that generate consumer inflation and threaten some 
firms’ profit margins.

CONCLUSIONS

Today’s supply-chain issues—signs, semiconductors,  
and shipping—risk upside inflation pressures and, for  
the moment, limit economic growth. Complex bottlenecks 
and shipping delays are expected to clear with time. 
Labor supply issues are harder to evaluate. These supply-
chain constraints have significant macroeconomic and 
investment implications, namely a spike in inflationary 
pressures (which we are already seeing) and constraints 
on U.S. consumption, as well as profitability pressures 
for firms that sell discretionary goods. On the plus side, 
these price spikes and production slowdowns mean many 
goods purchases end up delayed, which has an effect of 
extending the current and surprisingly robust period of 
economic growth for at least several quarters.

In the U.S., we have an incredibly dynamic and creative 
economy. Evidence of this includes the actions of elected 
officials who reacted swiftly with support for those who 
lost jobs; a central bank that aggressively protected the 
financial system; and millions of generous individuals who 
saved lives and kept our economy moving.

The economy reopened in mid-2021 and demand jumped. 
Now, it is up to companies to show their creativity and 
ability to meet increased demand. Betting against that 
creativity means betting against the entrepreneurial spirit 
that has defined this country’s economy for decades.
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